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‘The Power of Positive’ is the core philosophy that drives our business.  From 
sourcing and screening candidates to consultative support for our clients, this 
overriding belief is reflected in all of our daily interactions.  This concept is 
reflected by:

• Our seasoned recruiting team averages over 4 1/2 years with Accentuate
  Staffing, unprecedented in the industry

• Formerly ACC Staffing, we continue our tradition of providing the best
  service since 1996 

• Customizable services provided include direct hire, contract, and
  contract to hire placements with our valued group of clients

"In an era where the art of customer service seems to be a thing of the past, Accentuate Staffing embodies a culture where 
customer service happens as a normal course of operations.  Our past experience with personnel agencies is common.  Most 
parade through an exhausting number of remotely qualified candidates trying to fill a job order so they can move on to the next 
customer.  We have found that Accentuate Staffing actually attempts to match up qualifications - even personalities - to our 
openings.  Without reservation, I would recommend Accentuate Staffing for any company looking for an old school customer 
service relationship." – Gary P, Chief Executive Officer  

“Accentuate Staffing took the time to understand my strengths and ambitions and were able to match me to the perfect job with 
the perfect company.  Their commitment to their contractors is unbelievable and I would recommend them to anyone looking to 
find their ideal job!” – Susan H, Successfully Placed Candidate 

• 8 time winner of the Triangle Business Journal’s “Fast 50” award

• 4 time winner of the Raleigh Chamber of Commerce’s “Pinnacle Award”

• Twice recognized on the INC 500/5000 list of fastest growing
  companies in the US

• 2 employees awarded Triangle Business Journal’s “Top 40 under 40”
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